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HANDOUT C: Full Primary Source Set

How did the principles of the Declaration of Independence 
contribute to the quest to end slavery?

Full Primary Source Set
1. The Declaration of Independence as approved by the Continental Congress, 1776

2. Petition to the Massachusetts Legislature, January 13, 1777

3. Constitution of Massachusetts, 1780

4. Constitution of Kentucky, 1792

5. Elizabeth (Mumbet) Freeman portrait, 1811

6. Legal notes by Chief Justice William Cushing about the Quock Walker case, 1783

7. The Northwest Ordinance, 1787

8. The Southwest Ordinance, 1790

9. Excerpts from the U.S. Constitution, ratified 1788

a. Preamble

b. Articles related to slavery

10. Petition from the Pennsylvania Society for the Abolition of Slavery, 1790

Document 1: The Declaration of Independence

Directions:  Read the primary sources, making annotations on key ideas as desired. Respond to the comprehension 
and analysis questions at the end of each primary source. 

In the years following the Seven Years’ War, the relationship 

between Great Britain and the North American colonies 

became strained due to a variety of political and economic 

factors. Attempts at mediation, including an Olive Branch 

Petition sent to the king, had been unsuccessful. On June 7, 

1776, Richard Henry Lee brought what came to be called the 

Lee Resolution before the Continental Congress. This reso-

lution stated “these United Colonies are, and of right ought to 

be, free and independent states …” 

Congress debated independence for several days before 

giving Thomas Jefferson the job of drafting a formal Decla-

ration of Independence. Jefferson’s writing was influenced 

by George Mason’s Virginia Declaration of Rights, as well 

as by his study of natural rights theory and the writings of 

John Locke. Benjamin Franklin and John Adams edited 

Jefferson’s draft, and the final document was presented to 

Congress about two weeks later.

On July 2, 1776, the Continental Congress voted to declare 

independence from England. Two days later, the Declaration 

of Independence was adopted. Many consider the Declara-

tion of Independence to be the philosophical foundation of 

American freedom. The Declaration contains three sections: 

a general statement of natural rights theory and the purpose 

of government (excerpted below), a list of grievances against 

the British king, and a declaration of independence from 

England. Taken together, these three sections of the Declara-

tion form a coherent, logical argument for why the colonies 

“ought to be Free and Independent States.”  
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HANDOUT C, continued

In Congress, July 4, 1776.

The unanimous Declaration of the thirteen united States of America, When in the Course of human events, it 

becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another, and to as-

sume among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the Laws of Nature and of Nature’s God 

entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel 

[compel or urge] them to the separation.

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with 

certain unalienable rights [rights that come from nature and cannot be taken away], that among these are Life, 

Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.--That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving 

their just powers from the consent of the governed, --That whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive 

of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its founda-

tion on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety 

and Happiness. 

COMPREHENSION AND ANALYSIS QUESTIONS

1. According to the text, what is the purpose of this document?

2 . “Unalienable rights” (or inalienable rights) are rights that come from nature. Everyone is born with them, they can-

not be surrendered by an individual, and they cannot be taken away because no authority on Earth has the power to do so. 

What unalienable rights does the Declaration of Independence claim belong to all humans? 

Lesson One: The Declaration of Independence and the  Promise of Liberty and Equality for All
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HANDOUT C, continued

3. What is the purpose of the government? Where does the government get its power?

4. If a government becomes destructive of unalienable or natural rights, what two options do the people have? Do you 

think either of these options would be easy or difficult to implement? Explain. 

COMPREHENSION AND ANALYSIS QUESTIONS  (CONTINUED)

5. When this document was written, the institution of slavery had existed in the British colonies for more than 150 years and

in most societies throughout world history. How is it at odds with the principles set forth in the Declaration of Independence? 

6. Does the existence of slavery contradict the idea of unalienable or natural rights put forth in the Declaration of 

Independence? Why or why not?

Lesson One: The Declaration of Independence and the  Promise of Liberty and Equality for All
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HANDOUT C, continued

7. Thomas Jefferson’s draft of the Declaration of Independence, before it was revised by the other committee members 

and by Congress, included the following passage describing one of the “injuries and usurpations” the colonists had suf-

fered under King George III.

… has waged cruel war against human nature itself, violating its most sacred rights of life & liberty in the  

persons of a distant people who never offended him, captivating & carrying them into slavery in another  

hemisphere, or to incur miserable death in their transportation thither… determined to keep open a market 

where MEN should be bought & sold …

How does Jefferson describe slavery in the first line of this passage?

COMPREHENSION AND ANALYSIS QUESTIONS  (CONTINUED)

8. In his Notes of the Proceedings in the Continental Congress from June 1776, Jefferson wrote of this paragraph: 

“the clause…, reprobating the enslaving the inhabitants of Africa, was struck out in complaisance to [to 

satisfy] South Carolina & Georgia, who had never attempted to restrain the importation of slaves, and who 

on the contrary still wished to continue it. our Northern brethren also I believe felt a little tender under those 

censures; for tho’ their people have very few slaves themselves yet they had been pretty considerable carriers 

of them to others.”

Why was this passage removed, according to Jefferson’s notes?

Lesson One: The Declaration of Independence and the  Promise of Liberty and Equality for All

https://www.masshist.org/database/557
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HANDOUT C, continued

9. What clues does this passage provide about the differing economies of the northern and southern colonies, their 

varied participation in slavery, and their views toward slavery?

10. How do these passages support the conclusion that compromises were necessary to achieve a unanimous declara-

tion of independence from the 13 colonies? 

COMPREHENSION AND ANALYSIS QUESTIONS  (CONTINUED)

Lesson One: The Declaration of Independence and the  Promise of Liberty and Equality for All
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To the Honorable Counsel & House of Representatives for the State of Massachusetts Bay in General Court  

assembled, January 13, 1777:

The petition of A Great Number of Blacks detained [kept] in a State of slavery in the Bowels [guts] of a free & 

Christian Country Humbly show that your Petitioners apprehend that they have in Common with all other men a 

Natural and Unalienable Right to that freedom which the Great Parent of the Universe Bestowed [gave] equally on 

all mankind and which they have Never forfeited [willingly gave up] by any Compact or agreement whatever–but 

that [enslaved people]were Unjustly Dragged by the hand of cruel Power and their Dearest friends and sum of them 

Even torn from the Embraces of their tender Parents– from A populous Pleasant and Plentiful country and in viola-

tion of Laws of Nature and of Nations and in Defiance of all the tender feelings of humanity Brought here Either to Be 

sold like Beast of Burthen & Like them Condemned to Slavery for Life

Document 2: Petition to the Massachusetts Legislature, January 13, 1777

Petitioning, or officially bringing grievances or requests to a governing body, was a longstanding tradition in Great 

Britain that carried over to the North American colonies. The colonists repeatedly petitioned king and Parliament for their 

constitutional and natural rights during the 1760s and 1770s. Enslaved persons followed the example and petitioned legis-

latures for their freedom. In 1777, Prince Hall and seven other black men brought their own petition to the Massachusetts 

Council and the House of Representatives.

Source links: https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/aia/part2/2h32t.html, https://www.masshist.org/database/557

2. “What are the petitioners asking for?

1. To whom was this petition addressed? Who brought the petition?

COMPREHENSION AND ANALYSIS QUESTIONS

Lesson One: The Declaration of Independence and the  Promise of Liberty and Equality for All

https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/aia/part2/2h32t.html
https://www.masshist.org/database/557,
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HANDOUT C, continued

4. What does this request illustrate about Founding principles of liberty in equality and justice as understood by African 

Americans in the Founding era? How were these ideas turned into action? 

3. How do they support their request?

COMPREHENSION AND ANALYSIS QUESTIONS  (CONTINUED)

Lesson One: The Declaration of Independence and the Promise of Liberty and Equality for All
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HANDOUT C, continued

1. How does the Massachusetts Constitution reflect the influence of the Declaration of Independence?

COMPREHENSION AND ANALYSIS QUESTIONS

PART THE FIRST

A Declaration of the Rights of the Inhabitants of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Article I. All men are born free and equal, and have certain natural, essential, and unalienable rights; among which 

may be reckoned the right of enjoying and defending their lives and liberties; that of acquiring, possessing, and pro-

tecting property; in fine, that of seeking and obtaining their safety and happiness.

ARTICLE XII.

That the general, great and essential principles of liberty and free government may be recognized and established, 

WE DECLARE

I. That all men when they form a social compact, are equal, and that no man or set of men are entitled to exclusive 

separate public emoluments [benefits] or privileges from the community, but in consideration of public services.

Article IX: The Legislature shall have no power to pass laws for the emancipation of slaves without the consent of 

their owners, or without paying their owners, previous to such emancipation, a full equivalent in money for the slaves 

so emancipated;…

Document 3: Constitution of Massachusetts, 1780

Document 4: Constitution of Kentucky, 1792

Source link: http://www.nhinet.org/ccs/docs/ma-1780.htm

Source link: http://apps.sos.ky.gov/secdesk/sosinfo/SOStimeline.aspx?id=1

After declaring independence from Great Britain, the former colonies wrote new constitutions outlining the role of 

government, the rights of their citizens, and the way they would function as independent states. Some states addressed 

slavery directly, while others omitted it. In the following two constitutions, pay particular attention to the way each 

addresses equality and what implications that may have for slavery. 

Lesson One: The Declaration of Independence and the  Promise of Liberty and Equality for All

http://www.nhinet.org/ccs/docs/ma-1780.htm
https://www.masshist.org/database/557,
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HANDOUT C, continued

2. In 1780, when its constitution went into effect, slavery was legal in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, though it

was not mentioned in the 1780 Constitution. How is the institution of slavery at odds with the Declaration of Rights in 

Document 3: Constitution of Massachusetts, 1780?

3. The two documents include language about who is considered equal (underlined). What is the difference between the 

two? What implications did this difference have for slavery in Massachusetts versus slavery in Kentucky?   

Lesson One: The Declaration of Independence and the  Promise of Liberty and Equality for All
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HANDOUT C, continued

Document 5: Elizabeth (Mumbet) Freeman portrait, 1811

Source link: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_Freeman#/media/File:Mumbett70.jpg

Elizabeth Freeman (“Mumbet”) by Susan Anne Livingstone Ridley Sedgewick, 1811. 

Massachusetts Historical Society.

Document 6: Legal notes by Chief Justice William Cushing about the Quock 
Walker case, 1783

Enslaved individuals were inspired by the talk of independence and natural rights circulating throughout the colonies in 1776. 

Several used the language of these principles to sue for their own freedom, such as Elizabeth (Mumbet) Freeman and Quock 

Walker. Sources written by Freeman and Walker themselves are lost to history, so historians must use other clues to consider the 

implications of their decisions to sue for freedom. 

As is the case for many born into a life of slavery, we know little about their early lives. In 1746, Freeman became the property 

of a wealthy Sheffield, Massachusetts, resident named John Ashley. With the help of a local abolitionist, Freeman brought her 

case to court and was granted her freedom and 30 shillings in damages in 1781. She then became a paid domestic servant for the 

Sedgewick family. Before her death in 1829, she was able to purchase a small home of her own. This miniature portrait of Freeman 

was done by a member of the Sedgewick family. Miniature portraits were very small and meant to keep the subject’s likeness, 

typically a loved one, nearby.

Like Freeman, Quock Walker used the courts to challenge his status as a slave. The document below comes from the notes of 

Chief Justice William Cushing who heard Walker’s case in the Massachusetts Supreme Court.

Lesson One: The Declaration of Independence and the  Promise of Liberty and Equality for All

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elizabeth_Freeman#/media/File:Mumbett70.jpg
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… our Constitution of Govmt, by which the people of this Commonwealth have solemnly bound themselves, Sets out 

with declaring that all men are born free & equal — & that. Every subject is entitled to Liberty, & to have it guarded by 

the Laws, as well as Life & property — & in short is totally repugnant [offensive] to the Idea of being born Slaves. This 

being the Case I think the Idea of Slavery is inconsistent with our own conduct & Constitution & there can be no such 

thing as perpetual servitude of a rational Creature …

COMPREHENSION AND ANALYSIS QUESTIONS

1. In 1781, Elizabeth Freeman  became the first enslaved individual to successfully sue the Commonwealth of Massa-

chusetts for her freedom. How could this 1811 portrait of her provide clues for historians studying the lives of free African 

Americans in the Founding era?

Source link:  https://www.masshist.org/database/viewer.php?item_id=630&img_step=1&br=1&mode=dual#page1

2. Explain Cushing’s thoughts on the contradiction between slavery, the Founding principles in the Declaration of 

Independence, and the Massachusetts Constitution.

Lesson One: The Declaration of Independence and the  Promise of Liberty and Equality for All

https://www.masshist.org/database/viewer.php?item_id=630&img_step=1&br=1&mode=dual#page1
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HANDOUT C, continued

4. Both Elizabeth Freeman and Quock Walker used the Massachusetts courts to achieve their freedom. How did Founding 

principles and the 1780 Massachusetts Constitution open opportunities for the enslaved to seek justice and emancipation?

COMPREHENSION AND ANALYSIS QUESTIONS  (CONTINUED)

3. Taken together, what do these documents reveal about African Americans as actors in their own story to achieve freedom?

Lesson One: The Declaration of Independence and the  Promise of Liberty and Equality for All
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HANDOUT C, continued

Document 7: An Ordinance for the government of the Territory of the Unit-
ed States northwest of the River Ohio (Northwest Ordinance), July 13, 1787

Art. 2. … No man shall be deprived of his liberty or property, but by the judgment of his peers or the law of the land…

…

Art. 6. There shall be neither slavery nor involuntary servitude in the said territory, otherwise than in the punish-

ment of crimes whereof the party shall have been duly convicted: Provided, always, That any person escaping into the 

same, from whom labor or service is lawfully claimed in any one of the original States, such fugitive may be lawfully 

reclaimed and conveyed [transported] to the person claiming his or her labor or service as aforesaid.

Source link: https://avalon.law.yale.edu/18th_century/nworder.asp

Document 8: An act for the government of the territory of the United 
States south of River Ohio (Southwest Ordinance), May 26, 1790

Passed by Congress under the Articles of Confederation, the Northwest Ordinance of 1787 promised republican 

self-government to the inhabitants of the developing territory lying between the Great Lakes and the Ohio River. This 

ordinance also set the rules for creating new states. It banned slavery in those states and established the authority for 

Congress to regulate slavery in the territories. A similar land ordinance or law was passed in 1790 by the first Congress 

under the U.S. Constitution, for the territory south of the Ohio River that permitted slavery. 

Lesson One: The Declaration of Independence and the  Promise of Liberty and Equality for All

https://www.masshist.org/database/557,
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COMPREHENSION AND ANALYSIS QUESTIONS

1. What was the purpose of these two documents?

Source link: https://www.loc.gov/law/help/statutes-at-large/1st-congress/session-2/c1s2ch14.pdf 

and 

An act to accept a cession of the claims of the State of North Carolina, to a certain district of western territory,  

April 2, 1790

https://www.loc.gov/law/help/statutes-at-large/1st-congress/session-2/c1s2ch6.pdf 

SECTION 1. … the government of the said territory south of the Ohio, shall be similar to that which is now exercised 

in the territory northwest of the Ohio; except so far as is otherwise provided in the conditions expressed in an act of 

Congress of the present session, entitled “An act to accept a cession of the claims of the State of North Carolina, to a 

certain district of western territory.”

Note: “An act to accept a cession of the claims of the State of North Carolina, to a certain district of western territory” 

was passed by the Congress the prior month and included the following language:

… all the lands intended to be ceded by virtue of this act to the United States of America…shall be considered as a 

common fund for the use and benefit of the United States of America… Provided always, That no regulations made or 

to be made by Congress, shall tend to emancipate slaves.

Lesson One: The Declaration of Independence and the  Promise of Liberty and Equality for All
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HANDOUT C, continued

3. What do these documents reveal about geography and the institution of slavery by 1790?

5. The Constitutional Convention met from May to September 1787, and the Northwest Ordinance was passed in July. 

What might this tell us about the national conversation regarding slavery at the time?

2. What do these two documents each say about the condition of slavery?

4. What does the italicized passage in the Northwest Ordinance mean?

COMPREHENSION AND ANALYSIS QUESTIONS  (CONTINUED)

Lesson One: The Declaration of Independence and the  Promise of Liberty and Equality for All
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HANDOUT C, continued

Document 9: United States Constitution, ratified 1788

Preamble: We the People of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union, establish Justice, insure 

domestic Tranquility, provide for the common defence, promote the general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of 

Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity [future generations], do ordain [decree or command] and establish this 

Constitution for the United States of America.

Article I, Section 2. [Three-Fifths Clause]

….Representatives and direct Taxes shall be apportioned [allocated] among the several States which may be in-

cluded within this Union, according to their respective Numbers, which shall be determined by adding to the whole 

Number of free Persons, including those bound to Service for a Term of Years, and excluding Indians not taxed, 

three fifths of all other Persons. 

Article I, Section 9. [Slave Trade Clause]

…

The Migration or Importation of such Persons as any of the States now existing shall think proper to admit, shall 

not be prohibited by the Congress prior to the Year one thousand eight hundred and eight, but a Tax or duty may be 

imposed on such Importation, not exceeding ten dollars for each Person.

Article IV, Section 2. [Fugitive Slave Clause]

…

No Person held to Service or Labour in one State, under the Laws thereof, escaping into another, shall, in Conse-

quence of any Law or Regulation therein, be discharged from such Service or Labour, but shall be delivered up on 

Claim of the Party to whom such Service or Labour may be due.

The delegates to the Constitutional Convention held in Philadelphia from May to September 1787 established a 

system of republican government that is emulated throughout the world. The final document they created made no men-

tion of the words slave, race, or color, yet the debate over the institution of slavery exposed divisions among the dele-

gates. Two of the most contentious issues at the convention—counting state populations for representation in Congress 

and continuing the international slave trade—sparked intense discussion. North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia 

refused to commit to a document without some guarantees of slavery. After 17 weeks of deliberation, the Philadelphia 

convention approved a draft of the Constitution to submit to popular conventions in the states for ratification.  

Lesson One: The Declaration of Independence and the  Promise of Liberty and Equality for All
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1. According to the Preamble, what is the purpose of the U.S. Constitution? Are there phrases in the Preamble that sup-

port or refute the institution of slavery? Explain.

COMPREHENSION AND ANALYSIS QUESTIONS 

2. The excerpted sections from Articles I and IV pertain to slavery but never use the term. Why do you think the Founders 

deliberately chose to do this?

3. To what extent is the Constitution a document based on principles? To what extent is it based on the reality of compromise?

4. Several southern states insisted on accommodations to slavery as a condition of ratification. How, if at all, could you 

rewrite or amend the slavery clauses above without negating the possibility of ratification, and without explicitly rec-

ognizing a right to hold human beings as property? What would it mean if the southern states were not included in the 

ratification process?

Lesson One: The Declaration of Independence and the  Promise of Liberty and Equality for All
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Document 10: Petition from the Pennsylvania Society for the 
Abolition of Slavery, 1790

That mankind are all formed by the same Almighty being, alike objects of his Care & equally designed for the 

Enjoyment of Happiness the Christian Religion teaches us to believe & the Political Creed of America fully 

coincides with the Position. Your Memorialists [petitioners], particularly engaged in attending to the Distresses 

arising from Slavery, believe it their indispensable Duty to present this Subject to your notice. They have observed 

with great Satisfaction that many important & salutary Powers are vested in you for “promoting the Welfare & 

Securing the blessings of liberty to the “People of the United States.” And as they conceive, that these blessings 

ought rightfully to be administered, without distinction of Colour, to all descriptions of People…

From a persuasion that equal liberty was originally the Portion, It is still the Birthright of all men, & influenced by 

the strong ties of Humanity & the Principles of their Institution, your Memorialists conceive themselves bound to 

use all justifiable endeavours to loosen the bounds of Slavery and promote a general Enjoyment of the blessings of 

Freedom. Under these Impressions they earnestly entreat your serious attention to the Subject of Slavery, that you 

will be pleased to countenance the Restoration of liberty to those unhappy Men, who alone, in this land of Freedom, 

are degraded into perpetual Bondage, and who, amidst the general Joy of surrounding Freemen, are groaning in 

Servile Subjection, that you will devise means for removing this Inconsistency from the Character of the American 

People, that you will promote mercy and Justice towards this distressed Race, & that you will Step to the very verge 

of the Powers vested in you for discouraging every Species of Traffick in the Persons of our fellow men.

Philadelphia February 3, 1790

B. Franklin

President of the Society

The Pennsylvania Society for the Abolition of Slavery was founded largely by Quakers in 1775. The Quakers were 

members of a Christian religious group formally known as Religious Society of Friends governed by the Friends General 

Conference. Many became opponents of slavery because they believed in the equality of all men and women. The Society 

petitioned the First Congress (1789–1791) to end slavery, calling the institution an “inconsistency” in the American char-

acter. The petition was signed by Benjamin Franklin, who served as president of the society. The Senate took no action, 

however; the House, after bitter debate, also failed to abolish slavery before adjourning in 1791.

Source link: https://www.ushistory.org/documents/antislavery.htm

Lesson One: The Declaration of Independence and the  Promise of Liberty and Equality for All
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HANDOUT C, continued

2. How do the memorialists connect their argument to the U.S. Constitution?

4. Why is it significant to note that the petition was signed by Benjamin Franklin?

1. In the first line of the petition, the memorialists mention the “Political Creed of America.” What is this referencing? 

3. Why would slavery be “inconsistent” with “the Character of the American People”?

COMPREHENSION AND ANALYSIS QUESTIONS 

Lesson One: The Declaration of Independence and the  Promise of Liberty and Equality for All
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